ui/ux review

YLO · Personal Safety App

Disclaimer

We acknowledge that the current app is the result of the combined effort
of talented people. There are already many positive aspects which are not
mentioned in this review, as we focused on the elements that, we believe,
should be modified to achieve better usability and business performance.

General Notes

Increase dimension of areas the user needs to
interact with (think finger size and not pixel
size). Place frequently-used buttons at the
bottom of the screen, because they are
comfortably reached with one thumb.
Implement common swipe gestures,
and show affordances when a
particular interaction might be
overlooked. Ensure sufficient font
size and contrast of text on background.

Splash screen and
Before-Signup screen

Use a caption to tell users
immediately what the app is
about (suggestion: “know
where your loved ones are”).
Introduce a simple call-toaction (“swipe to see how”)
for a quick onboarding tour
before signup (Register). The
onboarding tour helps first
time users.

Onboarding

Simply and briefly explain the app’s main features. Limit the onboarding
to 4-5 screens max and show progress (small circles). Allow users to
“Skip” (this brings the user back to the Before-Signup screen).
Functionality: swipe to see next screen.

Register and Login
Register. This screen requires careful consideration. Only ask the user
for what is essential at the signup stage (registration). Avoid user
fatigue and collect the remaining
data at a later stage. A reduction in
user fatigue increases conversion
rates. Don’t ask for password
confirmation. Tick by default the
Terms and Conditions acceptance.
The “Organization” and “Individual”
options might introduce doubts in
the user’s mind (is this distinction
necessary at this stage?).

Consider whether you need all this info, and remove if unnecessary:
address, postal code, country, state, city, phone number, person
designation.

List of Devices (Homepage)
The “Hamburger icon” (to access
the slide-out menu) is located at the
bottom of the screen estate and is
always visible. Next to it, the
“Notifications icon” is also always
visible (at least on the homepage).
When the app is used for the first
time, there are no connected
devices. A quick note explains
where to tap to add a device (“Plus
icon”). Once several devices are connected (Susan, John, etc.), they are
shown starting from the bottom of the screen. Avoid the “Edit icon” next
to each device/name (as per current implementation); the settings will
be accessible once a device is selected.

Slide-out menu
The slide-out menu is accessed by tapping
the hamburger icon (as well as sliding from
the left edge, as currently implemented).
The most important and frequently used
items (e.g. Devices, Geo-Fences) are
located at the bottom. Consider
reducing the number of menu
items (ideally to a maximum of 7).
Ensure that they are all visible
without scrolling.

Device

This screen is reached once a device is selected from
the homepage (e.g. John). In the navigation at the
bottom of the screen, the “Go Back icon” and
“Settings icon” are added. The “Settings icon”
allows a user to edit the device details.
The two main options (Real Time Tracking
and History Tracking) are prominently
shown. Details for this particular device
(e.g. icon, photo, number, etc.) can be
shown in the upper part of the screen
estate.

Real Time Tracking

Full screen map. Name of
tracked device on top.

History Tracking

Flow: From -> Select Date -> Select Time -> Confirmation (feedback).
When selecting the date, the calendar is fully shown (including the days
of the week). Swipe to change the month. Once the date is selected, the
screen switches automatically to time. Here: clearly separate the 3
sections (Hour, Minute, AM/PM) and show the selected elements with a
heavier and bigger font. After tapping “OK” the selected date and time
are shown on the “From” button.

List of Geo-Fences and New Geo-Fence

When creating a new geo-fence (after tapping the “Plus icon” on the List
of Geo-Fences screen): allow the user to select the center of the fence by
tapping on the map. It’s difficult to do so by moving the map instead
(current implementation). Shape:
consider removing the rectangle
shape unless this is absolutely
necessary. Dimension: consider
the use of values inputted by the
user instead of the slider.

